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A study is me.de of inclusive charged-current vp and vn reac-

tions by summing exclusive reactions. The data come from

the hydrogen or deuterium filled Argonne National Laboratory

12-foot bubble chamber exposed to a broad band neutrino beam

of energies up to 6 GeV. Both the vn and vp total cross sections

are found to rise with energy,and the neutron-to-proton cross

section ratio is measured to be 1.40 ± 0. 31 for E > 2 GeV. In
v

this energy interval, the Y distribution for the vp data is flat,

and the X' distributions for the vp and vn data are in reasonable

agreement with electroproduction data as expected from the

quark-parton mode); The cross sections for quasi-elastic scat-

tering, single IT, 2ir and 3ir production are comparable in the 4-6

GeV neutrino energy range.vWork supported by the U.S. Energy Research and Development Administra-
tion.



We present preliminary results of a study of inclusive charged-current

neutrino interactions from threshold to 6 GeV on a pure proton or deuteron

target. Neutrino-proton and neutrino-neutron interactions are separated,

and for the first time events of each exclusive channel are identified and added

together to form a picture of the inclusive vp and vn interactions.

The data come from four exposures of the Argonne 12-foot bubble

chamber to the broad band neutrino beam at the Zero Gradient Synchrotron.

360, 090 pictures were taken with an H_ fill of the chamber and 600, 000 pic-

(2)
tures were taken with a D_ fill. The neutrino flux distribution, which is

known to an accuracy of ± 15% below 2 GeV and to ±25% between 2 and 6 GeV,

is shown in Fig. 1. The energy spectrum has its peak value at 0. 5 GeV and

has decreased by an order of magnitude by 1. 5 GeV. There is very little flux

above 6 GeV, and the flux uncertainty is about ±40% in this high energy region

because of the uncertain K yields, so we restrict our data to neutrino energy

less than 6 GeV.

The exclusive reactions we have studied that form the inclusive reac-

- ++ - +
tions vp — |i X and vn — (i X are shown in Tables I and II and labeled as

reactions (1- 17). The interactions with protons are studied both in hydrogen

and deuterium where the reaction is actually vd — (x X + neutron spectator.

The neutron reactions are studied in deuterium as vd — (i X + proton spec-

tator. Events in deuterium are considered neutron interactions if they are

(1) even-prong events or (2) odd-prong events having a proton with momentum



less than 350 MeV/c. The remaining odd-prong events are taken to be proton

interactions.

All of the events classified as charged-current neutrino interactions

were required to have a p candidate, i. e. a negative track that either left

the bubble chamber without scattering or decayed directly into an electron

(|x — e decay). About two-thirds of the neutral current events that have

negative tracks have a IT that signs itself by an interaction in the bubble

chamber, so the residual neutral current contamination in the charged-current

sample is small. In addition, events that gave one-constraint fits to the neu-

tron-induced reaction np — ppir , and events that were consistent with being

induced by charged hadrons were removed. In about 40% of the four- and five-

prong events, there is more than one >i candidate. On the basis of a study of

neutrino events containing an interacting IT , we have selected the (x as the

track with the largest transverse momentum.

The methods used to select each of the exclusive reactions in Tables

I and II will now be discussed. Events of reaction (1), vp -» jx pir , were

identified by three-constraint (3C) kinematic fits since the only unknown quan-

tity is the neutrino energy. The results of a study of this reaction have been

published. ( 1 ' 4 )

Three-prong events that did not give a 3C fit to reaction (1) with x

probability greater than 1%, but gave a 0C solution to either

+ o
vp — y. pir ir (A)



vp — ft nir •n (B)

were included in reactions (2) and (3). ' ' These two reactions are difficult to

separate cleanly at high neutrino energy, and for this inclusive look at the

data we combine them. The neutrino energy for each event was determined

from the OC solution to reaction (A) or (B).

Five-prong events that gave 3C fits to reaction (4) with x probability

greater than 1% were assigned to this reaction. The five-prong events that

did not satisfy this criterion but which gave OC solutions to either reactions

(5) or (6) were assigned to these channels.

We will now discuss the selection of the reactions listed in Table II.

Reaction (8), v n » | i p, was identified by a 3C fit, and the results of a 3tudy

(6)
of this reaction have been published. Reactions (9) and (10) were identified

(4)
by OC solutions for E < 1. 5 GeV. The energy cut was chosen in order

to minimize contamination from double pion production events.

Since reactions (11) and (12) are under-constrained; we select them

by studying and making selections on the distributions in magnitude, azimuth,

and dip angles of the total momentum of the |x p or u * system. In order

to determine the appropriate cuts, we used the identified double-pion produc-

tion reactions as a guide [(13) in Table II,and (A) and (B)l.

The events selected as due to reactions (11) and (12) with our selection techniques

also include events due to the single-pion production reactions (9) and (10)



with E > 1. 5 GeV.v

We have determined the neutrino energy E for all events assigned to

reactions (11) and (12) by using the OC solutions to reactions (9) and (10),

respectively. Since reactions (11) and (12) are difficult to separate com-

pletely, we combine the data from both reactions.

An important background to reactions (11) and (12) comes from the

neutron-induced reaction nn — npir which has a maximum cross section of

17 rob at 1. 5 GeV/c. We determined the neutron flux and directional proper-

- (8)ties using 9 observed events of the reaction np — ppir . The properties of

the nn — npir reactions were studied using a sample of these events observed

in a separate exposure of the 12-foot chamber to a neutron beam with momen-

tum < 4 GeV/c. Using this data and the same criteria as we used to select

the events of reactions (11) and (12), the neutron background is determined

to be 8 events, which corresponds to "- 15% of the signal. The number of

events of reactions (11) and (12) with this background subtracted is given in

Table II.

Events of reactions (13) and (16) were selected by 3C fits with x

probability greater than 1%. Reactions (14) and (15) were identified by OC

solutions as discussed above.

The events with strange particles (reactions (7) and (17)) have been pub-

lished. ( 9 )

By adding together all the exclusive channels listed in Tables I and II,



and folding in the fraction of film in the experiment analyzed for each channel,

we obtain distributions for the inclusive reactions vp - | i X and vn — jo. X .

The distributions in neutrino energy for the observed events are shown in Fig.

2. The vp event spectrum peaks near 0. 9 GeV and is completely dominated

by the single-pion production reaction vp — u p* below 2 GeV. The vn

event spectrum peaks below the vp spectrum because of the large cross sec-

tion for quasi-elastic scattering, vn — y. p, below 0. 8 GeV.

Figs. 3 aid 4 show the vp and vn total cross section as a function of

neutrino energy. The error bars on the data points include the statistical

error, the flux uncertainty, and a 10% systematic error all added in quadra-

ture. The cross sections are seen to rise roughly linearly with energy even

in this iow energy region. The shaded wedges on the figures are slopes, with

(10)

errors, derived from the CERN freon bubble chamber experiment, modi-

fied by our observed n/p cross section ratio of 1.4 (see below). In Fig. 3, the

straight line represents the data rather •well except for the lowest energy point.

This is expected since the cross section must go to zero at E equal to 280

MeV, which is single pion production threshold. The wedge on Fig. 4 repre-

sents the data less well. There is , of course, no reason to expect these low

energy data to be fit by a straight line since they are dominated by a few exclu-

sive reactions.

Fig. 5 shows the neutron-to-proton cross section ratio, R, a; a func-

tion o£ energy. The value of R equal to 6 for 0. 5 « E < 0. 75 GeV is due to



the large cross section for quasi-elastic scattering in this energy region,

while the pion production reactions are in the threshold region. The naive

quark model predicts R = 2 in the scaling region. However, the modified

quark-parton model, which uses the ratio of the mean momentum carried by

proton quarks to that carried by neutron quarks in the proton as determined

from electroproduction data, predicts R = 1. 56. In the energy interval

2 < E « 6 GeV, we obtain R = 1. 40 ± 0. 31 which agrees with the predicted

(12)
value.' With our spectrum and the observed cross sections, the mean energy

of the events in the 2-6 GeV range is 3. 36 GeV for vp interactions and 3. 18 GeV

for the vn case. The mean charged hadron multiplicities for this energy

range are 2. 30 ± 0. 10 (1. 45 ± 0. 12) for vp (vn) interactions.

Additional comparisons of the quark-parton model can be made by us-

ing the scaling variables Y = (E - E )/E and Xf = Q /(2M(E - E )+M ),
V ( i v v (i

where Q is the four-momentum transfer squared from the neutrino to the

muon and M is the nucleon mass. Figs. 6 and 7 show the Y distributions in

different energy regions for inclusive vp and vn interactions, respectively.

The ^ "pir events, shown cross-hatched in Fig. 6, peak at lower Y as the

energy increases as a result of the kinematics. For E & Z GeV, the vp

data are consistent with being flat, in agreement with the prediction of the

quark-parton model for the scaling region. However, the vn data in this

energy region slope towards Y = 0. The quasi-elastic channel, vn - j i p,

shown as the shaded data in Fig. 7, contributes strongly near Y = 0. This

effect has also been observed in the CERN Gargamelle experiment. *



The combined vp and vn data are shown in Fig. 8(a).

The X1 distributions for the vp and vn data are shown in Figs. 9 and

10, respectively. AH plots have their peak values at small X'. Since the vp

and vn data are similar in shape for E > Z GeV, we have combined them in

Fig. 8(b). If we take this energy interval to be the scaling region, we can

compare our data with electroproduction results , shown as the curve in

Fig. 8fb), using the quark-parton model. The agreement is reasonable.

The excitation functions for qua3i-elastic scattering {vn — ^ p), single

pion production (vp — [j. pit ), double pion production (vn — p. pir ir ) and

triple pion production (vp » ) i pi it it + n i - | i pw n » , (i n» * i:") are

given in Figs. 11-14, respectively. Within errors, all cross sections are

about the same arid equ.1 to IP ( I P * 1 Pauli * 10* cm ) in the 4-6 GeV

energy range. The excitation functions also have very similar shapes with a

sharp rise from a threshold followed by a leveling out. As the number of pions

increases, the sharp rise occurs for higher neutrino energies. Fig. 15 shows

the Q and pir IT mass distribution for the vn-»| i pir ir events. Most of the

events have low Q , but there is no significant structure in the mass spectrum.

There is no strong A production in the pir or pir mass distributions.

From the results of this paper, we see that the precocious scaling

observed in freon at CERN holds equally for the individual v proton and v

neutron interactions. Even though rather few channels are contributing, the

inclusive neutron and proton distributions show rising cross sections, rather



ilat Y distributions, and X' distributions in agreement with the electroproduction

data taken from the scaling region.
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Table I
The Exclusive Channels that Form the Inclusive

Reaction v + p — u. + X

Reaction
Number of

Events Topology

v p — ja prr ( / TT ) , i & 1 I

+ + o f
vp — (i nir IT (mir ), m & 01

V p - • |A pTf IT IT

+ + - O "
IT IT tT

- + + + - r
v p -» \x nrr I I I j

v p — jj. + S t r a n g e P a r t i c l e s

222

40

3-prong

3-prong

^ 3-prong

5-prong

^5-prong

5-prong

3-pvong

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Table U
The Exclusive Channels that Form the Inclusive

Reaction v + n — (i + X

Reaction
Number of

Events
399

37

45

45

16

9

0

4

TODOIOIZV

2- or 3-prong

2- or 3-prong

2- or 3-prong

' 2 - or 3-prong
1 2- or 3-prong

4- or 5-prong

4- or 5-prong

j_4- or 5-prong

6- or 7-prong

2- or 3-prong

(8)

(9)

(10)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

v n — jj. pir < 1. 5 GeV
vn - i i "nir+, E < 1. 5 GeVv
vn — n p(kir°), k S 2 |

vn —

vn -•

7r ) , 1

pir ir

vn - |x pir rr " ( i n ° ) , i 5f 1

v n — (j. nir IT IT ( m i o ) , m 5
•i + - -

v n -• |i pir IT i IT

VB »(i + Strange Particles
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 The neutrino energy spectrum in units of pathlength per GeV neu-

trino energy per incident proton.

Fig. 2 The neutrino energy distribution for the reaction (a) vp — ^ X

and (b) v n - ( i X . The shaded events in (a) are due to the reaction

vp — n pir x , aid the shaded events in (b) are due to vn — (j p. We

have only presented the data for E < 6 GeV; there are only 3 events

above 6 GeV.

Fig. 3 The total cross section for vp — jj. X as a function of neutrino

energy. The shaded wedge is the slope, with errors, derived from

the CERN freon bubble chamber experiment1 modified by our ob-

served n/p cross section ratio of 1.4.

Fig. 4 The total cross section for vn — jx X as a function of neutrino

energy. The shaded wedge is calculated as in Fig. 3.

Fig. 5 The neutron-to-proton cross section ratio as a function of neutrino

energy.

Fig. 6 The Y distribution for different energy regions for vp — p X .

The shaded events are due to the reaction vp — JJ. pir .

Fig. 7 The Y distribution for different energy regions for v n - ( i X . The

shaded events are due to the reaction vn — (i p.

Fig. 8 (a) The Y distribution and (b) the X1 distribution for K N - ( I " X for
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E > 2 GeV. The curve in (b) is obtained from electroproduction

data (see ReL 14),

Fig. 9 The X1 distribution for different energy regions for vp — p X

The shaded events are due to the reaction vp — |JL pir .

Fig. 10 The X1 distribution for different energy regions for vn — (i X .

The shaded events are due to the reaction vn — (i p.

Fig. 11 The cross section for the reaction vn— (i"p as a function of neu-

trino energy.

Fig. 12 The cross section for the reaction vp-. jx ptr asa (unction of neu-

trino energy.

Fig. 13 The cross sectioc for the reaction vn — jx pir ir as a function of

neutrino energy. There were no events observed below 1 GeV.

Fig. 14 The cross section for the sum of the reactions vp -» )i pir ir ir ,

- + - o - + + -
vn — |A pir ir ir , and vn — JJ. nir ir ir as a function of neutrino

energy. There were no events observed below 1. 5 GeV.

Fig. 15 Scatter plot of the pir ir invariant mass versus Q for the vn —

(i pi IT events. The projection of the pir ir mass is also shown.
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